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Boss Aluminium, a long established Australian designer 
and manufacturer of commercial vehicle and 4x4 
accessories, recently announced design changes to 
the M-Spec ute tray range. The additional features and 
enhancements have also been applied to the Premium 
line up.
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UPDATED DESIGN FEATURES
INTEGRATED TIE RAIL
All Boss Aluminium Trays now share the same 
deck rather than the previous ‘cleanside’ 
and ‘railside’ versions. The design features a 
sleek, new look and incorporates a revised 
multi-purpose tie rail design for optimum 
functionality. Despite containing more features 
than ever before, Boss expects the introduction 
of the new tray to result in reduced lead times. 
This will be achieved through the multi-fit 
design coupled with improved manufacturing 
processes.

The new tray deck houses 71 M12 nutserts 
that allows users to have maximum flexibility 
over what is able to be mounted or tied off 
on their Boss Aluminium Tray. This overall 
futureproofs the tray for any use. Boss 
Aluminium is constantly designing new 
components to increase the flexibility of 
customers’ setups into the future.

LOCK-OUT DRAWER RAILS

Boss Aluminium has Invested in a state of Art 
Powder Coating system, including a complete 
Pre-treatment plant designed for Aluminium 
and exceeding Australia Standards.  This 
system is Chromemate free which means 
it’s not carcinogenic and is good for the 
environment, workers, and the end user.  It 
offers superior adhesion and protects the 
Aluminium and your investment, keeping it 
looking good for years to come.  The Trays 
are now entirely powder coated, including 
underneath and all bracketry. 

BOSS GRID SYSTEM

100% POWDER COATED

The new tray design includes updated rails 
used for our Under-Tray Drawers. These 
new rails incorporate a locking mechanism, 
now preventing the drawer from closing 
unintentionally. With an easy-to-use latch on 
the side of the drawer, the user can release 
the drawer to close it. The feedback from 
our customers gets taken on board and this 
is a prime example of a change made from 
customer experience.
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The Boss Premium tray continues to be the company’s flagship model, suited to a 
select range of vehicles. The updated design delivers a series of new features that 
define this product as the absolute pinnacle in the aluminium tray market.

Below are specific features that position the Premium Tray as the ultimate rear 
end for a 4x4 ute.

Large Double-Tapered Rear 
Under-Body Boxes

Rear Step Infil Panel

12V Water Pump Included with 
70L Under-Tray Water Tank

Carpeted Under-Body Boxes 
and Under-Tray Drawer

Premium Tapered One-Piece 
Mudguards

Multi-Function Sheet Metal 
Headboard

PREMIUM FEATURES
Multi-Function Sheet Metal 
Headboard

85L Stainless Steel 
Headboard Water Tank 
(Option)

Under-Tray Drawer 
& 70L Under-Tray 
Water Tank

Integrated Tie Rail in 
Tray Deck

Double Tapered 
Under-Tray Boxes

Premium Tapered 
One-Piece Mudguards

Boss Grid-Lock System
71 Nutserts for Maximum Flexibility 
Mounting Components on Tray Deck

Step Infill Panels
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WHAT’S NEW?
TRAY
• Introduction of tie down rail into the side of the tray whilst maintaining the 

original compact side height. 
• The deck includes the Boss Grid-Lock system. A grid of 71xM12 tie down 

points (in a dual-cab). This offers the ability to anchor all types of cargo such 
as:

 • Canopies
 • Motorcycles
 • Water Tanks
 • Toolboxes
 • Machinery
 • Fridges
• Fully powder coated, including deck 

HEADBOARD
• Stronger sheetmetal design. Headboard uprights are tied to the main tray rails 

and in total there are 26xM8 bolts holding the headboard, making it stronger 
than welding.

• Includes 4xM12 multi-purpose tie down points
• Better access to canopy electrical connections, making it easier to connect/

disconnect canopy.
• Provisions for ladder pins to bolt into top of headboard

SURFACE PROTECTION
• Fully powder coated including the tray deck and all underside/hidden 

surfaces. This looks better and provides superior  protection with increased 
longevity.


